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Lockheed Martin Collaborates With Microsoft
To Advance 5G.MIL® Technologies Using
Microsoft Azure
Defense and Technology Leaders Collaborate to Scale 5G Capabilities for Tactical Military Networks

Bethesda, Md., Feb. 27, 2022  – Lockheed Martin (NYSE: LMT) is actively collaborating with
Microsoft on 5G.MIL® solutions to rapidly advance reliable connections for U.S. Department of
Defense systems capable of spanning air, land, sea, space and cyber domains. Through a new
corporate agreement, the two companies will test how to effectively expand and manage 5G
networking technology for Joint-All Domain Operations (JADO) defense applications using Microsoft’s
5G and Microsoft Azure services for Lockheed Martin’s Hybrid Base Station, essentially a military-
grade ruggedized “multi-network gateway and cell tower in a box.”

“Microsoft’s expertise in cloud computing and scaling complement our vision to enable secure
communications and run critical mission applications at the edge,” said Dan Rice, vice president of
5G.MIL® Programs at Lockheed Martin. “Innovative commercial partnerships like this help us
accelerate and deploy the transformative capabilities that can best help our customers address a
rapidly evolving threat landscape.”

Today’s militaries are challenged by rapidly evolving adversaries with ever-advanced capabilities
meant to deny, degrade or infiltrate communications networks. Effective management of secure
networks offers the resilience and reliability required by 21st century warfighters. The companies
recently had a successful demonstration of these advanced communications capabilities at Lockheed
Martin Space’s 5G test range in Colorado.

That demonstration effectively showcased connectivity of three hybrid base stations, 5G and tactical
radio (Link-16) interoperability and real-time radio frequency (RF) analytics using Azure Private 5G
Core, Azure Arc and connectivity with Azure Government and Azure commercial cloud environments.
By using the advanced capabilities such as high performance on small edge footprint, security and
scalability of Azure Private 5G Core, Lockheed Martin has a path to support the interconnection of 5G
and military networks needed for DOD applications out to the tactical edge.

“Today’s announcement brings together Lockheed Martin’s transformative base station technology
and the power of Microsoft’s cloud capabilities to deliver mission-critical solutions at the tactical
edge,” said Tom Keane, corporate vice president, Mission Engineering, Microsoft. “It is the latest
step forward in our joint commitment to solving some of our nation’s toughest problems for a more
secure future.”

Creating network effects for future DOD and coalition operations using commercial technology like
Microsoft’s propels Lockheed Martin CEO Jim Taiclet’s vision to exponentially accelerate resilient
communication networks, giving our military forces decision-making advantages in complex and
contested environments. 

For additional information, visit www.lockheedmartin.com/5G
 

About Lockheed Martin
Headquartered in Bethesda, Maryland, Lockheed Martin Corporation is a global security and
aerospace company that employs approximately 114,000 people worldwide and is principally
engaged in the research, design, development, manufacture, integration and sustainment of
advanced technology systems, products and services.

Please follow @LMNews on Twitter for the latest announcements and news across the corporation.
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